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MOHANA COLLECTION

A series of modern, complementary 
tables that combine marble and glass, 
supported by a fine gauge steel frame 
that celebrates the beauty of industry.

Utilitarian in approach, Mohana side 
and coffee tables are both functional 
and thoughtfully detailed. 

Each table has two levels with 
contrasting surface materials. 
Use them as side, coffee or bedside 
tables, on their own or grouped 
together.

Frame in steel utilising multiple 
sections: angle, rod and flat bar.

Lower surface always in marble 
in polished finish, Bianco Carrara, 
Nero Marquina, Verde Guatemala 
or Rosso Levanto.

Upper surface available in smoke 
fluted glass or acid etched glass. 

Frame available in powder coated 
black, metallic lacquered pewter, 
or black or gold chrome finish.

Tim Rundle, 2017
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MATERIALS DIMENSIONSMOHANA LARGE COFFEE TABLE
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MOHANA COLLECTION

A series of modern, complementary 
tables that combine marble and glass, 
supported by a fine gauge steel frame 
that celebrates the beauty of industry.

Utilitarian in approach, Mohana side 
and coffee tables are both functional 
and thoughtfully detailed. 

Each table has two levels with 
contrasting surface materials. 
Use them as side, coffee or bedside 
tables, on their own or grouped 
together.
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MATERIALS DIMENSIONSMOHANA MEDIUM SIDE TABLE

MST2

600
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Frame in steel utilising multiple 
sections: angle, rod and flat bar.

Lower surface always in marble 
in polished finish, Bianco Carrara, 
Nero Marquina, Verde Guatemala 
or Rosso Levanto.

Upper surface available in smoke 
fluted glass or acid etched glass. 

Frame available in powder coated 
black, metallic lacquered pewter, 
or black or gold chrome finish.
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MOHANA COLLECTION

A series of modern, complementary 
tables that combine marble and glass, 
supported by a fine gauge steel frame 
that celebrates the beauty of industry.

Utilitarian in approach, Mohana side 
and coffee tables are both functional 
and thoughtfully detailed. 

Each table has two levels with 
contrasting surface materials. 
Use them as side, coffee or bedside 
tables, on their own or grouped 
together.
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MATERIALS DIMENSIONSMOHANA SMALL SIDE TABLE

MST1

365

47
5

365

36
5

Frame in steel utilising multiple 
sections: angle, rod and flat bar.

Lower surface always in marble 
in polished finish, Bianco Carrara, 
Nero Marquina, Verde Guatemala 
or Rosso Levanto.

Upper surface available in smoke 
fluted glass or acid etched glass. 

Frame available in powder coated 
black, metallic lacquered pewter, 
or black or gold chrome finish.
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MOHANA COLLECTION

METAL FRAME

RAL9017
satin black

E02K

Gold chrome
G01G

Black chrome
G02B

MARBLES

Metallic 
pewter
F02P

GLASS

Fluted glass
B05F

Acid etched 
grey glass

B02G

Acid etched 
white glass

B01W

Bianco 
Carrara

polished C03W

Nero 
Marquina

polished C04B

Verde 
Guatemala
polished C06G

Rosso
Levanto

polished C05R


